FLTPD8 last information
Arrival
1. The departure of conference shuttle bus from Brno will be at 18:00. The departure place is marked on the
map (presented also on conference website) where also the places of arrivals from Brno, Prague and Vienna
airports are marked. Dr. Dvorak is responsible for this shuttle bus. Emergency his mobile number is
+420 608 451 778.

2. The late individual arrival to Hotel Panorama is impossible by public traffic. You can arrive to Blansko
(easiest way by train) and after that it is possible to take a taxi (call +420 602 282 661) - the distance from
station to hotel is of about 4 km partially through forest.
3. The hotel restaurant and bar are disposable during the conference time since Sunday noon.
At conference
4. The final version of the Tuesday's program was changed. The excursion was moved to the morning due to
the limited capacity of cave visits at the afternoon. The excursion will contain visit in caves (temperature of
about +8 C) and it takes about 1 hour. During the excursion the walk of about 4 km with one hill (150 m) is
planed.
5. Poster board dimensions are width: 68 cm, height: 98 cm
6. The full board is included; the evening drinks are possible at hotel, however on charge. You can use the hotel
account that is payable at departure. Hotel accepts different credit card as well as EURo banknotes (not coins),
they are able to remise only the Czech crowns.
7. The choice from two meals is available. The menu A is implicit and it can be changed to menu B at the hotel
reception in advances at least a day before. For the vegetarian menu ask the hotel reception, too.
Departure
8. Help at the earlier departures will be organized on request during the conference. The shuttle bus to Blansko
and Brno will be organized on Thursday after lunch.
Others
9. Different sport equipment is available on request at reception during free time and they are free for all
participants and accompanying persons. The wellness studio is available at hotel, too, but access is not free and
the reservation must be done on the reception.
10. Emergency conference phone: Frantisek Krcma - +420 776 810 261.

